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With linear programming channels, on-demand offerings, and online services from
different providers, video is more abundant today than ever before. But, with a vast range of
content options available across multiple screens, finding the right TV show, movie, or video
clip is not as easy as it could be. There is widespread agreement that consumers should have
simple and consistent ways to find and watch lawfully obtained content, whether that content is
provided by a pay-TV service or available online. Google supports innovation in solutions for
search and discovery of content for consumption on the TV screen, which can open new
opportunities for partnerships and benefit consumers without eroding copyright, data security, or
privacy protections.
I.

Innovation Can Facilitate Discovery of Diverse Content and Increase Consumer
Choice
Innovation in consumer electronics is giving consumers new tools and better ways of

accessing content. In the mobile sector, for instance, the introduction of the smartphone a decade
ago became the foundation for entirely new economic and social opportunities. While basic
wireless phones are still available, consumers today can choose from a vast array of smartphones
and applications that enable them to engage in social networking, improve their commutes, read,

study, watch videos, buy groceries, find restaurants, and play games. The range of options is
essentially limitless. Indeed, the Google Play Store offers an estimated two million unique
apps.1 Revenue from mobile apps has grown by double digits every year since 2011, and is
expected to top $100 billion by 2020.2 The app economy is credited with creating nearly 1.7
million jobs in the United States alone.3
Similarly, the attachment of non-harmful devices to the telephone network created new
opportunities for businesses, network operators, content creators, and users. Innovators
developed cordless phones, fax machines, and modems—the gateways to the Internet. Today, a
wide variety of devices connects over more robust communications networks to the Internet—
from computers, tablets, and smartphones to wearable fitness trackers, thermostats, and
refrigerators. Within each device category, consumers can choose from among a variety of price
points, designs, user interfaces, and features.
Technologies for finding and using video, music, and other entertainment could trigger
similar breakthroughs. In particular, television viewing can evolve through expanding new
options for content discovery and choice. Now there is more content to explore, from more
creators. People all over the world can create music, video, text, and software applications using
inexpensive digital tools. Online platforms enable these new voices to connect directly with a
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global audience,4 giving diverse and independent creators unprecedented opportunities for
exposure. YouTube, for instance, has become a launch pad for diverse and independent content5
and earned top marks for inclusiveness.6 Diverse and independent creators will gain even more
opportunities for exposure to new audiences if they are supported by a broad-based network of
developers and providers.7
If viewers can seamlessly discover and select lawful content online alongside
programming from their pay-TV offerings, a new cycle of innovation will ensue. Search tools
will enable consumers to find, view, and pay for more diverse and independent content. Creators
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will have incentives to generate more programming because of their greater abilities to reach
larger audiences. Television sets—the first home video devices and still the preferred video
screen for many—will increasingly be a part of a wider digital marketplace. With more digital
consumption, broadband network investment also will grow.
II.

Consumer Choice Can Flourish Without Eroding Copyright Protections or Privacy
Safeguards
A rich and dynamic market for content navigation can be achieved without diminishing

copyright and privacy safeguards. Innovation focused on search and discovery should not
impact the fundamental legal protections that exist today under copyright law. And the robust
privacy and data security protections that already apply at the federal and state levels will
continue to protect consumers.
A.

Improved Video Navigation Will Not Damage Copyright Protections for
Content

Allowing manufacturers to design devices and applications that improve content
discovery, selection, and user interfaces would not undermine the protections that ensure that
copyrighted content and pay-TV signals remain secure. Programmers and video service
providers can use proven technical solutions to protect against infringement by viewers and
safeguard their content. Inside home networks, pay-TV operators rely on RVU8 or Vidipath9
technologies that use link protection to provide an encrypted connection between a content
source and a receiver, while allowing the same user interface and feature experience across TVs
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in the home. Most pay-TV operators, moreover, already distribute content online and offer apps
that allow subscribers to access that content within their subscriptions. Innovation in video
navigation can make use of the same technical solutions that are being used to protect in-home
network distribution and online offerings, opening new opportunities to distribute and monetize
video content and letting content owners reach larger audiences.
In fact, increasing choice and access to convenient and legal digital content offerings is
one of the best tools to fight piracy.10 A study conducted by Spotify found that overall piracy
rates decreased as the popularity of legitimate music services increased.11 Researchers at
Carnegie Mellon University similarly found that ABC’s decision to add its television content to
Hulu.com led to a nearly 20 percent drop in piracy for that content.12 “[D]elivering television
content in more convenient, readily available channels,” they concluded, “can cause a substantial
number of pirates to turn from illegal file-sharing to legal channels.”13 Increased options for
accessing video content lawfully on televisions should have a similar effect.
B.

Privacy Safeguards Will Remain Intact and Subject to Vigorous
Oversight

Providing consumers new ways to discover and choose content likewise should not erode
the important data protection and privacy safeguards that consumers demand.14 The devices and
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applications that consumers use to access content are subject to robust privacy laws at the federal
and state levels, and consumers have access to privacy policies that inform them about how their
personally identifiable information will be used.
At the federal level, the Federal Trade Commission has broad authority under Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act to take action against businesses that engage in unfair or
deceptive trade practices.15 The FTC has taken action on a range of consumer privacy issues
including the collection of consumer’s online histories across unaffiliated platforms; the security
of consumer information stored on connected devices and elsewhere; and unexpected and
unwanted uses of consumer information, including sharing with third parties.16 The FTC has
also exercised its unfair trade practices authority in cases where businesses have changed their
privacy policies retroactively, used software to spy on consumers, or misused consumer data.17
In addition to federal laws enforced by the FTC, nearly every state has enacted its own
consumer protection statute. These statutes prohibit fraudulent or deceptive practices, and more
broadly forbid both unfair and deceptive acts.18 Most contain a private right of action.19 Some
states also require businesses that collect personally identifiable information on websites or
mobile apps to post a policy identifying the types of information collected and how it will be
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used.20 The representations in these privacy policies are enforceable at the federal level under
the FTC Act.21 Privacy policies are now commonly posted on websites, and businesses compete
to provide better privacy protections than their peers.22
Imposing new privacy rules specifically directed to new generations of devices and
applications is unnecessary given the comprehensive scope of the FTC Act and state privacy
laws, which can be enforced directly against equipment manufacturers and application
developers in appropriate cases. Federal and state authorities, as well as private litigants, will
ensure that providers of new navigation devices will be required to honor the commitments they
make in their privacy policies.23 Although limitations on the FCC’s jurisdiction under Section
629 of the Communications Act prevent it from applying the rules that apply to “cable operators”
and “satellite carriers”24 to suppliers of devices,25 the FCC can work closely with the FTC to
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ensure that consumers are protected if device providers fail to live up to their privacy
obligations.26
As more options for content discovery and selection become available, moreover,
consumers will be able to choose an application or device based on a business’s privacy policy
and its track record for good privacy practices, among other considerations. New technologies
and partnerships between a wide range of content, service, and device companies will help
ensure that existing and new devices and applications protect consumer data and privacy.
Conclusion
A new generation of innovative options will give consumers better ways to discover,
choose, and interact with content, expanding opportunities in the content marketplace without
eroding copyright, data security, or privacy protections.
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